
Past Future Continuous

Name: Date: __/__/20__

__________________________ the risk of certain shipwreck?1.
(it/not/run/?)

Would it not be running

He now felt that he _________________________ the ethics of the
profession in making overtures looking to an alliance.
2.

(not/violate)
would not be violating

Two days later a strange child ____________________ in that bed.3.
(sleep)

would be sleeping

Night and day he ___________________ you on to do it for him.4. (drive)would be driving

But still in a way it _________________ away alone.5. (go)would be going

An assassin sent after a man _______________________ his ammunition
on deer in close time.
6.

(not/waste)
would not be wasting

In a few minutes the train ____________________.7. (start)would be starting

Still, if Jeff had not left her, she _______________________ here now with
the white hands in his.
8.

(not/sit)
would not be sitting

You ___________________ for that which would never come.9. (wait)would be waiting

Out there he ______________________ so much to mankind as he was
here and now.
10.

(not/give)
would not be giving

But for you, I should, no doubt, be at this moment a shivering pauper in
that terrible poorhouse, while some one else __________________ in this
dear old house.

11.

(live)
would be living

He felt that in staring at an edifice of bricks and mortar, of wood and
stone, built by the suspected man himself, he ________________________
the heart of that rumour about Irene.

12.

(look into)
would be looking into

He must be looking at the things now, unrolling the muffler…
___________________________ as he saw them?
13.

(what/he/feel/?)What would he be feeling
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Thus guarded, he assured her that her consent
_______________________, that the Pope would not only refrain from
blaming her, but would highly approve.

14.

(not/bind)
would not be binding

It ___________________ him, and telling others also, that you are afraid
of him.
15.

(tell)
would be telling

Eh, and we _________________________ such a fine-looking one.16.
(not/expect)

would not be expecting

______________________ the game with those good fellows in the
detective bureau?
17.

(he/play/?)
Would he be playing

Without great care he felt that he ________________________ the
border into the uncharted land of speculation and philosophy, wandering on
paths that led him nowhere.

18.

(get over)

would be getting over

He was the foremost scientist in the country-it
____________________________ too much to say in the world.
19.

(not/exaggerate)
would not be exaggerating

Perhaps it was merely that he had learned so well in all these years just
what each of them ____________________.
20.

(think)would be thinking
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